Jingle Pops
Large Hexagon Table Topper
Finished Size 52 inches across parallel sides
By Linda Ambrosini
Fabric Requirements:
1 Jingle Pop in Gold or Silver Metallic
1 Fat 1/8th for center hexagon
5/8 yard binding cut at 2 ¼ inches
2 7/8 yard backing fabric
Cutting: Center a unique motif for the center hexagon using the template
given. Make sure that the hexagon measures 4 ½ inches across, between
the parallel (dotted outside lines) sides on the template. Sometimes in
copying, or downloading from a computer, the equipment is not set at
100% and variations occur.
The rest of the table topper is made from your Jingle Pop, all the strips are
already cut to 2 ½ inches. We will just be cutting lengths to sew to each
side. Keep some of your favorite fabrics for the outside edges as they are
the longest and show the most.
Topper Construction: Measure the length of one side of the hexagon. I
get 2 5/8 inches, add ¾ of an inch to the measurement to compensate
for the angled seam allowance. I am going to make my life easy and cut
a 3 ½ inch (yes, a bit larger but an easy measurement) length from one of
my Jingle Pop strips. In the quilt photo this fabric has a white background
with little red berries, you may choose any fabric, I am just giving you
some orientation. Center this 3 ½ inch piece to one side of the center
hexagon and sew it on. Press the seam allowances towards the center.
Now we need to create an angle on the right hand side of our sewn
piece. Place your ruler’s edge on the center hexagon’s side that
intersects your seam allowance on the right. Cut away the excess of your
sewn 2 ½ inch strip as well as creating the angled cut. Repeat this same
procedure on the left hand side of the sewn strip.
Next add a strip to the right hand side of that sewn strip. Measure the
length of that side, the angled cut of the sewn strip and center hexagon.

I get 5 inches, add ¾ of an inch and cut a piece of fabric 5 ¾ inches long.
In the quilt photo this would be the black background with the gold
metallic swirl. If your seam allowances are a bit different that mine you will
get a slightly different measurement than 5 inches, just add ¾ of an inch
or the next simple measurement to cut. Remember we will establish the
angle by cutting away fabric so this step does not need to be exact.
There is a plenty of fabric in your Jingle Pop to complete this project.
Center the strip cut and sew in place. Press the seam allowance to the
center and create the angles on both edges of the fabric strip….just like
you did before.
We will continue around the center hexagon in a clockwise direction, by
measuring each side, adding at least ¾ of an inch to that measurement,
sewing the strip in place, pressing the seam allowance to the center, and
then establishing the angles cuts. This is repeated until you have circled
the center hexagon completely 12 times.
I did check the accuracy of my angle cutting every few strips by using the
60 degree line on my ruler and adjusting the cut to keep the hexagon
true.
Quilt and Bind.
Happy Holidays!
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